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writing
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webpage?
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Can I create a
game by writing
an algorithm?

YEAR 5
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(Suggested)

Problem-solving
Approach
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Community
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A visit from
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N/A
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Using and
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N/A

Utilise other appropriate opportunities for the application and practice of taught skills/knowledge
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Assessment Criteria
By the end of each unit all children should be able to:
Computing Skills
- Record and play their own sounds in recording software
- Import an existing sound file into recording software to play
- Choose appropriate software for sound recording
- Plan and record a radio advert

Word Processing Skills
- Comments on the features and layout of a webpage
- Create a new webpage with a chosen layout and format text in
the webpage
- Independently search for images that can be used in documents

Online Safety
- Identify a spam email
- Explain what to do with spam email
- Understand why they should cite a source
- Explain the rules for creating a strong password
- Create a strong password using a set of rules
- Know that not everything they see online is true
- Explain how to stay safe online
- Identify unsafe online behaviour

Computer Art
- Draw 2D shapes or lines
- Draw simple 3D models.
- Manipulate 2D shapes into 3D shapes.
- Import 3D models from the 3D warehouse.
- Use a range of SketchUp tools including: shape, push, pull, orbit,
pan, zoom, erase and fill

Programming
- Follow written instructions to draw a simple flowchart
- Insert symbols into a flowchart.
- Add inputs into a flowchart.
- Identify conventional symbols, understanding the process of
each stage

Programming with Logo/Scratch
- Program an algorithm as a sequence of game instructions with
actions and consequences.

Using and Applying
- Research and design a new bedroom using appropriate software
to create and present the plans.
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We follow a problem-solving approach to Computing. We focus on how we often use technology to solve problems and how
sometimes, technology creates problems, which in turn, need solving! Themes and topics often start with a scenario or a
question and whenever possible this is made ‘real’ for our pupils to motivate them and to give purpose to their learning.

